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Adaptronic eSel010 Select ECU for S14 200SX / Silvia SR20DET / S13 
CA18DET 
 

 
 

 
 

Applicable vehicles / engines: 

 Nissan S14 SR20DET - Silvia Japan and 200SX/240SX 

 Nissan S13 CA18DET – Silvia Japan and 180SX 

https://www.adaptronic.com.au/product/esel010/
https://www.adaptronic.com.au/product/esel010/
https://www.adaptronic.com.au/product/esel010/
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Setup / installation procedure 
 
Notes: 

- For S13 CA18DET, we recommend upgrading to a variable type TPS to give you better throttle response. 
- We recommend adding an air temperature sensor on the pipe just before the throttle body. From 

factory the cars are tuned conservatively; when you start modifying for performance, the extra sensor 
helps with tuning and monitoring. 

- We recommend adding a wideband lambda sensor to the engine. This connects directly to the ECU and 
assists greatly with tuning. 

 
 
 

1. Set the internal jumper if required 
The CA18 uses a different ignition pins from the SR20. The ECU is preset for SR20. To use on a CA, you 
must open the ECU and move the ignition pin jumper J10 (it is marked on the circuit board). 
 
 S14 Silvia, 200SX/240SX: No change required on default settings – no need to open the box. 

o J10 – must be selected as S14 (which is default) 
 
S13 Silvia and 180SX: Requires changing J10 for the ignition pins 

o J10 – must be selected as S13 CA18 
 

To open the ECU: 
1. Remove the 8 x Philips head 

screws at the ends of the ECU 
(PH1 screwdriver required) 

2. Remove the endplates 
3. Remove the 4 x 2mm hex head 

screws in the lid of the ECU (2mm 
hex head / Allen key required) 

4. Slide the circuit board assembly 
out of the enclosure in the 
direction of the blue connector, 
so the blue connector comes out 
first 

5. Once the blue connector is clear 
of the lid, slide the lid out in the 
opposite direction (away from the 
blue connector) 

6. You can now access the jumpers 
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2. Load a Base Map into the ECU 
1. Download and install the WARI software from http://adaptronic.com.au/downloads 
2. Connect the ECU to the laptop, and configure the communications as detailed in the separate USB 

communications setup guide 
3. Once the ECU is communicating with your PC, it will read all the settings out of the ECU to give you a 

starting point. 
4. Go to File -> Open, and navigate to C:\Program files (x86)\Adaptronic Engine 

Management\WARI\Basemaps, and choose the appropriate file for your car. 
 

Model ECU File 

S14 Silvia and 200SX/240SX S14_Sel_Basemap.ecu 

S13 CA18DET Silvia and 180SX S13CA18DET_in_S14_Select.ecu 

 
5. Go to the “Tuning modes” tab in the software and update any changes you have made to the engine 

capacity and injector size. 
6. Change the “Maximum MAP” value to a bit higher than the maximum MAP that you will be using. 

For example if you think in PSI, and you will be running 20 PSI of boost, then enter 25 PSI as the 
maximum MAP to scale the maps appropriately. If you think in kPa, then if your maximum is 240 kPa 
then enter 260 or 300 kPa as your maximum. 
 

 

 
3. Connect the ECU 

1. Locate and unscrew the factory ECU, and unplug the factory loom from the factory ECU.  
2. Connect the loom into the Adaptronic ECU 
3. Remove the factory airflow meter. Run a vacuum hose from the MAP port on the ECU to a stable 

vacuum source on the intake manifold. We recommend using a T-piece and sharing the vacuum / 
boost source with the factory fuel pressure regulator. 

http://adaptronic.com.au/downloads
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4. Optional: Connect an air temperature sensor 
The S14 SR20 and S13 CA18 do not have an air temperature sensor from factory.  Because we will be 
using MAP for tuning (also known as “speed density”), it is highly recommended to add an air 
temperature sensor. 
 
1. Install the air temperature sensor in the pipe just before the throttle body on the intercooler pipe. 
2. Run the two wires from the air temperature sensor through the firewall and down to the ECU 

connector. 
3. Wire in one wire from the air temperature sensor to pin 36 on the ECU. This pin is internally 

connected as the air temperature signal input. 
4. Connect the second wire from the air temperature sensor to the wire going to pin 30 (sensor 

ground) on the ECU, in a T configuration (don’t cut the original wire). 
5. To check that it’s working, turn on the ignition, connect the laptop to the ECU, and hit F11 to check 

the air temperature sensor voltage. It should be in the range from 0.5V to 4V. It’s the MAT V in F11 
window, as shown below: 
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5. Optional: Connect a boost control solenoid 
We highly recommend using a 3 port MAC valve to control boost. 
 

 
 

a. Installing MAC Valve 
i. With a single port actuator 

1. Remove the vacuum line between the compressor exit and wastegate actuator. 
2. Connect compressor exit to port 3 on MAC valve with a vacuum hose 
3. Connect port 2 (MAC valve) to the wastegate actuator 
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ii. With a dual port actuator 
1. Remove the vacuum line between the compressor exit and wastegate actuator. 
2. Connect compressor exit to both the underside of the diaphragm and port 1 on the 

valve using a T-piece. 
3. Connect port 2 on the valve to the top side of the diaphragm 

 

 
 

b. Set up MAC valve on the ECU and software 
1. Cut the wire on pin 25 on the ECU side that is connected to the factory boost control 

solenoid. 
2. Connect one side of the MAC valve to Aux output 3 (pin 25) on the ECU. 
3. Connect the other side of the MAC valve to ignition switched +12V. 
4. On WARI software, verify that Aux output 3 is set to ‘Wastegate, PWM @ 25 Hz’. This is set 

in the base map already. 
 

 
 

5. Go to Wastegate tab on the software, then set the minimum throttle to 50, and MAP to 
120kPa. 
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6. Adjust the duty cycle at each RPM to obtain the desired boost curve later during tuning. Do 
the initial tune with the max duty cycle = 0. 
 

6. Optional: Connect a Flex Fuel Sensor 
1. Connect the sensor to ignition switched +12V and ground. 

 
 

 
 

2. Cut the wire on pin 31 on the ECU side. This pin comes out at the data link connector. 
3. Connect the Flex Fuel sensor output to this wire that you have just cut from the ECU (the 

ECU side, not the loom side). 
4. On WARI software, go to Flex Fuel tab, and then select ‘Flex Fuel Sensor on CAS3’ for the 

sensor. And then set the correction mode to ‘3D interpolation based on ethanol content’ - 
this allows you to map the additional ignition timing and fuel corrections against RPM and 
load. There are also additional enrichments for cold starting, cold throttle pump and so on.  
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5. When it is connected and set up, you can see in F11 window the ethanol content, the 
additional fuel due to the stoichiometric ratio change, and the additional fuel or ignition 
trim based on the correction maps. In theory the fuel correction should be zero, and this is a 
fine tuning adjustment, so it should be within plus or minus 10%.  For more information, see  
http://www.adaptronic.com.au/flex-fuel-setup/ 
 

 
 
The Ethanol % data is also shown in F2 live gauge window and on the logs. 
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Note:  
Start off with the corrections (fuel/ignition trims) at zero and adjust them later during 
tuning. The ECU automatically compensates for the change in stoichiometric ratio in VE 
tuning mode. Do the tune with E0 (petrol / gasoline) initially and then do the changes for 
E85. 
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7. Calibrate TPS 
For the S13 CA18DET engine in particular, we recommend upgrading to a variable type throttle position 
sensor (TPS). The automatic version of the S13 CA18DE had a variable type TPS as standard for the 
automatic transmission control; however the manual version had only a switch type TPS. On the later 
models (including all the SR20 engines), Nissan upgraded to a variable type TPS to give the engine better 
throttle response. If you’re updating to a variable TPS, the TPS signal wire is connected to pin 38. The 
+5V supply and sensor ground wires are connected to pins 48 and 30, respectively. 
 
1. With ignition on, but engine not running, leave throttle closed (foot off pedal) 
2. In the Analogue Calibrations tab, click the “Learn 0%” button: 

 

 
 

3. Hold the accelerator pedal all the way to the floor 
4. Click the “Learn 100%” button 
5. Verify that in the gauges window (F2 to display), the TPS ranges from 0 to 100% as you depress the 

accelerator 

 
8. Start the engine 

1. Crank the engine. If it does not start at first, try adjusting the master fuel trim up and down, or using 
throttle 

2. If the engine starts but will not stay running, try the master trim up and down, and try to keep it 
alive with the throttle. 

3. If it doesn’t start at all, see the troubleshooting section later in this document. 
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9. Set the base timing 
The SR20DET and CA18DET engines have no crank sensor, but instead a sensor mounted on the exhaust 
camshaft. This means that due to the timing belt’s stretch, the relative angle of the sensor and the 
crankshaft can shift, and Nissan has provided a means for the sensor to be adjusted. Unfortunately, this also 
means that it must be checked and adjusted as part of the setup procedure. 
 

1. Get a timing light; if it requires 12V power then connect it to a 12V power source. 
2. Start the engine. Use the master fuel trim up/down or throttle to allow it to idle if required. 
3. Lock the ignition timing to 10° BTDC in WARI, by enabling the timing lock function and setting the 

timing to 10°: 
 

 
 

4. Clamp the timing light clamp to the timing loop at the back of the engine, and check if this shows 
the timing accurately. If the timing marks are relatively stable as you increase engine RPM, then go 
to step 7. 
 

 
 

5. If this method does not work, then remove the coil cover between the two camshafts, and instead 
clamp the timing light clamp to the cable coming out of ignition coil #1 (all 3 conductors must pass 
through the clamp). If this gives stable ignition timing, then go to step 7. 
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6. This is the last resort for measuring ignition timing, and always works but is the least convenient. 
Stop the engine, remove ignition coil #1, connect a spark plug lead between the coil and the spark 
plug, clamp the timing light clamp around this lead, and restart the engine. 
 

 
 

7. Locate the timing marks on the harmonic balancer (behind the crankshaft pulley) and the reference 
on front of the engine: 
 

 
 

8. Illuminate the timing mark on the engine's crankshaft pulley, with the engine running. The mark 
should appear stationary when the timing light flashes.  
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9. Verify that the timing indicator lines up with the 10° mark. 
 

 
 
10. Adjust the timing in WARI with the trigger offset arrow buttons until the timing mark on the engine 

matches the setting in WARI: 
 

 
 

11. Unlock the timing when finished. 
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10. Tuning 
For articles about general ECU setup and tuning, see http://adaptronic.com.au/articles 
Ensure that you set the target AFRs before you begin tuning. 
 

 
 
When tuning single throttle engines, use fuel map 1 and ignition map 1, referenced to MAP. 
 
To learn more about other tuning modes, see https://www.adaptronic.com.au/tuning-modes-and-
how-to-set-them-up/ 
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Troubleshooting 
 

A. Individual sensors not reading – TPS (shows a dash) 
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B. Individual sensors not reading at all – MAT / Air temp (shows a dash) 
 

 
 

C. Individual sensors not reading correctly – MAP (unstable reading) 
 

Reading is generally correct, 
but “jumpy” -> ensure that 
you have a stable vacuum 
source, and if so, increase 
the filtering in the MAP 
sensor settings:  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Reading has a small zero 
offset -> adjust using the 
“offset” setting under MAP 
sensor settings: 
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D. Engine not running on all 4 cylinders 
 
Firstly, perform an injector test. Hit F11. Check the 3 voltages for Injector outputs 1, 2, 3, 4. Each should show 
almost 12V. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
If all 4 outputs show battery voltage, click “injector test” to perform a test of the injectors in F11 window: 
 
The table below shows the injector outputs and their corresponding cylinder to which they are wired to, but 
these can also be found on the pinout section later in the document. 
 

Injector Output Cylinder 

1 4 

2 2 

3 1 

4 3 

 
What we need to check here is that the 
4 lines (white, light purple, dark purple 
and gray) roughly line up with each 
other, as shown on the right. If one only 
has half the current of the other two, 
then one of the injectors on that output 
is open circuit or disconnected. 
 
 
 
 
If all that shows correct, then perform an ignition test. Click “Pulse Ign 1”, “Pulse Ign 2” and “Pulse Ign 3” 
outputs. Each press should cause the coils to fire. You should hear a click from each of the coils as it fires. Make 
sure that proper internal jumpers are set as described in setup/installation procedure item 1 (page 2). 
 

Clicking... Will fire the coil on 

Pulse Ign 1 Cylinder 1 

Pulse Ign 2 Cylinder 3  

Pulse Ign 3 Cylinder 4 

 
If it doesn’t click, then remove the coil and check for visible spark. 

If one does not show battery voltage, then 

check the wiring and the injectors to make 

sure that they are connected. The injectors 

on each channel are given in the pinout 

reference section in this document. 

If all show 0V, then there is no power to 

the injectors; power feed, fuses etc. 
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E. No Battery Voltage on gauges window 
 

The S14 and S13 has a system whereby the ECU enables power to the main EFI relay. This provides power 
to the ECU as well as the injectors and the crank angle sensor. So if there is no battery voltage, this 
probably means the EFI relay isn’t turning on, or there is a fuse blown. But even if it works with the factory 
ECU, you could have a blown fuse because of the diode built into the factory ECU between the ignition 
switch input and pin 109. 
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F. No RPM indication during cranking 
 

Hit F11 to open the ECU data window. 
Locate the TRIGGER1 and TRIGGER2 indicators: 

 
Record what the indicators do during cranking, and 
with ignition on but CAS unplugged 

 
 
 

The following table tells you what to check depending on each condition. X = don’t care 
 

TRIGGER1, 
ignition 
on, CAS 
unplugged 

TRIGGER2, 
ignition 
on, CAS 
unplugged 

TRIGGER1, 
cranking 

TRIGGER2, 
cranking 

Action to take 

Red X X X 

Check that your map has “digital” selected for 
trigger 1, or reload your base map. 
 
If that is correct, then check wiring for the 1° 
trigger; it looks as though it’s shorted to ground 

X Red X X 

Check that your map has “digital” selected for 
trigger 2, or reload your base map. 
 
If that is correct, then check wiring for the 180° 
trigger; it looks as though it’s shorted to ground 

Yellow X X X 
Check wiring for 1° trigger; it looks as though it’s 
shorted to an oscillating signal 

X Yellow X X 
Check wiring for 180° trigger; it looks as though 
it’s shorted to an oscillating signal 

Green Green Green 
Green 

(constant) 

Check power to the CAS, and check that the CAS 
is plugged in. If that’s still no good, then check 
the connection between the CAS signal wires and 
the ECU 

Green Green Yellow 
Green 

(constant) 
Check connection between 180° signal and ECU 

Green Green Green 
Red / yellow 

flashing 
Check connection between 1° signal and ECU 

Green Green Yellow 
Red / yellow 

flashing 

Correct operation. If this doesn’t give you an RPM 
reading on the F2 gauges window, then reload 
your base map. 
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G. GP 1, 2, 3 LEDs on the ECU flash continuously 
 
This just means that a map for a different ECU has been loaded into this ECU. If you are sure that you have the 
correct map for this ECU, then go to the hidden menu beside “Help”, and select the item “ECU model ID”. 
Choose the correct ID (“10   S14”) for the ECU displayed in the “ECU connected” display on the main window.  

 
H. Does not start 

 
Check all the above troubleshooting guides. If you’ve done that then you’ve established that we have: 

1. All sensors reading correctly (battery voltage, TPS, MAP, RPM during cranking and air temp if fitted) 
2. Injectors go “click” when we perform an injector test 
3. Coils and spark plugs fire when we perform an ignition test 
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Pinout references 
 
Pin numbering from loom side of plug (looking into ECU): 
 
 
 
 
 

Factory 
Pin 

Factory Function (NC means No 
Connection in factory loom) 

Adaptronic Pin 
(blank means no 
connection to 
Adaptronic) 

Comments 

101 Injector for Cylinder 1 Injector Output 3   

102 Purge Valve     

103 Injector for Cylinder 3 Injector Output 4   

104 NC     

105 NC     

106 Idle Control Valve (CA18) Aux output 2   

107 Ground Power Ground   

108 Ground Power Ground   

109 Constant Power Const 12V Straight from battery via fuse 

110 Injector for Cylinder 2 Injector Output 2   

111 NC     

112 Injector for Cylinder 4 Injector Output 1   

113 Valve Timing Control solenoid 
(SR20) 

Aux Output 4   

114 NC     

115 O2 sensor heater ground Power Ground   

116 Ground Power Ground   

1 To Igniter for Cylinder 1 Ignition output 1   

2 To Igniter for Cylinder 2 Ignition output 4 Aux Output 1 cannot be used due to 
the fourth ignition output 

3 To Igniter for Cylinder 3 (CA18) Ignition output 2   

4 Idle Control Valve (SR20) Aux Output 2   

5 Auto Transmission     

6 Air conditioner output (CA18)     

7 Tacho out Aux Output 8   

8 NC Digital Input 5 Available as external input 

9 Aircon relay (SR20) Aux Output 7   

10 Ground Power Ground   

11 Igniter for Cyl 3 (SR20), Cyl 4 
(CA18) 

Ignition output 2 
or 3 

Internal jumper to select input 

12 To Igniter for Cylinder 4 (SR20) Ignition output 3   

13 NC     

14 Auto Transmission     
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Factory 
Pin 

Factory Function (NC means No 
Connection in factory loom) 

Adaptronic Pin 
(blank means no 
connection to 
Adaptronic) 

Comments 

15 Auto Transmission     

16 ECCS relay   When pin 45 has 12V, this pin is 
pulled low to activate the ECCS main 
relay 

17 NC Aux Temp input   

18 Fuel pump relay Aux Output 5   

19 Cooling fan relay 1 Aux Output 6 Internally connected to aux output 6 
to run at full speed. 

20 Ground Power Ground   

21 Data link connector Digital Input 6 Available as external input 

22 Data link connector Digital Input 7 Available as external input 

23 Knock sensor signal Knock input   

24 NC Digital Input 8   

25 Boost control Aux Output 3   

26 Air Flow Meter     

27 Air Flow Meter     

28 Engine Coolant Temperature ECT signal input   

29 O2/EGO sensor signal O2/EGO signal 
input 

0-1V sensor input. Max 3V 

30 Sensor ground Sensor Ground   

31 Data link connector CAS 3 input Available as flex fuel input 

32 Malfunction indicator lamp     

33 Cooling fan relay 2 Aux Output 6   

34 Power steering load input Digital Input 2   

35 Factory MAP sensor signal MAP signal input On some cars there is already a MAP 
sensor on the engine, called 'Boost 
Pressure Sensor'. We recommend 
using the 4 bar internal MAP sensor 
on the ECU 

36 NC Air temp input Not connected from factory, but can 
be used as an air temp input 

37 NC External 0-5V input   

38 TPS signal TPS signal input   

39 NC SVSS 1 Front left wheel speed, also available 
as flex fuel input 

40 NC SVSS 2 Front right wheel speed input 

41 180 deg Cam Angle Sensor Signal CAS 2 input Variable-width pulses each period, for 
cylinder and TDC identification 

42 1 deg Cam Angle Sensor Signal CAS 1 input 1 degree pulses for calculating 
ignition timing 

43 Starter     
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Factory 
Pin 

Factory Function (NC means No 
Connection in factory loom) 

Adaptronic Pin 
(blank means no 
connection to 
Adaptronic) 

Comments 

44 Neutral switch Digital Input 1   

45 Ignition switch +12V Ignition When this switches to 12V, the ECCS 
main relay is activated (see pin 16) 

46 Aircon request input Digital Input 3   

47 Data link connector     

48 +5V out +5V output +5V power supply for sensors 

49 Power from ECCS relay     

50 Ground Power Ground   

51 180 deg Cam Angle Sensor Signal CAS 2 input Connected to pin 41 

52 1 deg Cam Angle Sensor Signal CAS 1 input Connected to pin 42 

53 Speedometer MVSS1 Gearbox speed sensor, or rear left 
wheel speed input 

54 Rear window defogger load input Digital Input 4   

55 NC MVSS2 Available as rear right wheel speed 
input or flex fuel input 

56 Auto Transmission     

57 NC     

58 Constant Power     

59 Power from ECCS relay     

60 Ground Power Ground   

 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 


